Assad Exposed

* The reality of these statements isn’t fully known. The JoS leaves them for historical review. The JoS Ministries take no official position on this topic.

The Anglo-French patrons of Syria's Hafez al Assad:

The Alawite sect's service to France:

Former Mossad Chief Calls Assad "Israel's Man In Damascus":

(Author's note: the current version is behind a paywall, so you can see the full version for free)

Video source of Israel's man in Damascus: https://youtu.be/TFP5ePOE1WM

Syria's Assad Has Become Israel's Ally:
https://www.haaretz.com/middle-east-news/.premium-syria-s-assad-has-become-israel-s-ally-1.6240499#

Israel's Favorite Arab Dictator of All Is Assad:
https://www.haaretz.com/israel-s-favorite-arab-dictator-of-all-is-assad-1.352468

Israel prefers Bashar Assad to Islamist rebels:
https://www.timesofisrael.com/israel-prefers-assad-to-islamist-rebels/

Islamist fear drives Israel to support Assad survival:
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/islamist-fear-drives-israel-to-support-assad-survival-5wmd7lpsmjh

Assad regime kills more Palestinians and Syrians more than Israeli Soldiers:

https://electronicintifada.net/blogs/ali-abunimah/mass-shooting-reported-yarmouk-palestinian-refugee-camp-syria-video

Many Palestinians living in the Yarmouk camp supported the Syrian Revolutionaries:

Playlist showing The Yarmouk camp protests:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL-6XPfIDCf_zai_Lg92_2A9JX7x8YPjzn

Syrian Rebels give weapons to Palestinians to fight Assad regime:
https://ca.reuters.com/article/topNews/idCABRE89U11320121031?sp=true

Syria says no to restoring ties with 'terrorist-supporting' Hamas:
https://m.jpost.com/Middle-East/Syria-No-to-restoring-ties-with-terrorist-supporting-Hamas-592149/amp

Bashar al Assad said "let the Palestinian cause go to hell": https://youtu.be/Uj2u-c0HDj4

An old man from Yarmouk camp begs to escape the brutality of the Assad regime:
https://youtu.be/LzLUOGnm6p8

Giving Israel the Golan Heights is the price paid by Assad to stay in power:
"Many soldiers who fought in the battle, and in the testimonies of officers and officials, all agreed that the current Syrian President's father announced the fall of Quneitra 17 hours before the Israeli army entered the city This is all well documented."

Source:

Netanyahu says Assad regime is not Israel's concern:

Assad’s Survival Is in Israel’s Best Interest:
https://besacenter.org/perspectives-papers/assad-survival-israel-best-interest/

Assad’s Cousin Maklouf Invokes Israel's Security As Reason For Assad To Stay:
excerpt from the article: “If there is no stability here, there’s no way there will be stability in Israel... No way, and nobody can guarantee what will happen after, God forbid, anything happens to this regime,” Rami Makhlouf, May of 2011 in a three hour interview with the New York Times

Israel talks up Assad after insurgents killed on Syria frontier:  
https://nypost.com/2018/08/02/israel-talks-up-assad-after-insurgents-killed-on-syria-frontier/  

Assad allegedly used Israeli Drones:  
https://m.jpost.com/Arab-Israeli-Conflict/Report-Assad-regime-using-Israeli-drones-against-Syria-n-rebels-446415

Assad’s Syria sold Israel oil, businessman claims:  
https://www.timesofisrael.com/assads-syria-sold-israel-oil-defector-claims/

Former IDF Chief claims Israel Wants Assad To Stay In Power:  
https://www.timesofisrael.com/ex-idf-chief-israel-prefers-that-assad-stay-in-power/

Assad Asks Israel For Permission For Alawite State:  

Bashar Al Assad Still Wishes For Alawite State:  

The Assad family ties to Israeli business tycoon:  

Assad’s war crimes during the Syrian Civil war:  
https://theintercept.com/2018/04/19/dear-bashar-al-assad-apologists-your-hero-is-a-war-criminal-even-if-he-didnt-gas-syrians/

Assad’s crimes against the Syrian people:  

Why the elite and Israel want Assad to stay in power:  
http://freemasonrywatch.org/alawites.and.israel.begin.sadat.center.html

https://besacenter.org/perspectives-papers/the-alawites-and-israel/

Israel’s history of protecting Bashar al Assad:  
Assad Regime is still in power because of America and Russia:

Assad Knighted into Orders:

Belgium was caught giving chemical weapons to the Assad Regime:

https://www.politico.eu/article/belgian-exporters-found-guilty-of-sending-chemicals-to-syria/

https://www.bellingcat.com/resources/case-studies/2018/04/19/methodology-tracked-illegal-shipment-sarin-precursor-belgium-syria/

US military document reveals how the West opposed a democratic Syria:
https://mondediplo.com/outsidein/syria-democracy-documents


Bashar Al Assad had advisers sending him nudes:


Asma Al Assad wife of Bashar al Assad worked with JP Morgan back in 1998:


Bashar al Assad’s father in law Fawaz Akhras offer advice on how the government should spin its suppression of the uprising:
Hafez Al Assad selling Golan Heights to Israel by Kissinger:


Assad Regime forces fighting alongside Israel in The Lebanese Civil War:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lebanese_Civil_War#Syrian_intervention

Assad Regime joining the USA in the Gulf War:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gulf_War#Coalition

Bashar Al Assad torturing for the CIA:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CIA_activities_in_oSyria#Extraordinary_rendition,_2001%E2%80%932003

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2005/02/14/outsourcing-torture

Assad's elections:

In 2016, Israeli professor Anthony Luder said: “Some Syrians, before they go back to Syria, tell us: ‘We will come back and slaughter you all’.”[39] In 2017, an Israeli documentary film, dubbed "The wounded Syrian", was released. The film's director, Racheli Schwartz, claimed in an interview that "few hate-filled people who, even after saving their lives, curse and act violently until the nurses need the protection of security personnel".

Free Syrian soldiers hate Israelis:

Israeli soldiers carrying a picture of Hafez al Assad:
Syrians calling Assad a MOSSAD agent:
https://youtu.be/xCS8SsFOBAI
https://youtu.be/X18sC1kCoK0
https://youtu.be/BJxq1HrJMEg
https://youtu.be/8jN8rVGLhsQ
https://youtu.be/dCaCN6rYCfo

"His father (Hafez Al Assad) sold the Golan and put it in a bank in Iran! In case he thinks that I don't know.... Your Last Friday Bashar!"

Timestamp: Starts at 4:49 and ends at 5:00

https://youtu.be/BhfQeXtyGrI?t=289

Assad's grandfather openly Zionist:


Bashar Al Assad: "If the Israelis return Golan we will recognize them."
excerpt taken from this interview back in 2006
"Israel expresses its condolences to the Syrian people with the passing away of President Hafez al Assad":  https://youtu.be/7PWCIEYXY5A

Stated in the video by the Gadi Batinsky, spokesman for Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Barak: "Israel expresses its condolences to the Syrian people with the passing away of President Hafez el Assad. Israel has constantly tried for peace with Syria and will continue with this policy in the future as well. For us peace and tranquillity in our borders with Syria and Lebanon is of vital interest and we hope that this also will be Syria's interest too."

Saddam Hussein called Hafez Al Assad "An puppet of Israel":  https://youtu.be/KhwrV7s4u8o

40% of Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza support the Free Syrian army: https://medium.com/@thepalestineproject/majority-of-palestinians-stand-with-the-syrian-people-not-the-regime-5fbb9cc19d3e

Palestinians Refugees:"Bashar al-Assad has exploited the Palestinian cause."

“Syrian Soldiers protect the borders with Israel"

Source: https://youtu.be/cUiEVZZn7rI

Amal Movement was supported the Assad Regime and allegedly Israel: "In terms of sheer numbers, the Shi'ites outnumbered the Palestinians 5:1. Amal was heavily backed by Syria and indirectly supported by Israel, whereas the PLO did not enjoy much outside support. Amal also had the advantage over the PLO in terms of military equipment, especially artillery pieces and armored vehicles."


Pro-Assad Forces attacked Hezbollah:

"The Syrian Army began moving into West Beirut in 21 February 1987 and attacked the Hezbollah's headquarters in the Fathallah barracks, leading to a short period of fighting between Syrian units and Hezbollah guerrillas."

Source: Saving a City from Itself, TIME Magazine, 9 March 1987.
Hezbollah condemned the attack and the Assad Regime: "On February 25th 1987 it was attacked by Syria in retaliation of a previous clash between Hezbollah guards of Fathallah barracks and a patrol for the Lebanese branch of the pro-Syrian Baath party affiliated with the Syrian regime party Arab Socialist Ba'ath Party. Hezbollah condemned the attack as an "unjustifiable massacre" and called for the prosecution of the Syrian troops involved, but did not call for revenge attacks."

Source:
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fathallah_barracks
https://books.google.com/books?id=CKNrjrfWJ90C&lpg=PA168&dq=%22fathallah%20barracks%22&pg=PA168#v=onepage&q=%22fathallah%20barracks%22&f=false

Christians in the Free Syrian Army:
https://youtu.be/QY6Q6gGgBdM
https://youtu.be/pVTwZxSY0U0
https://youtu.be/KOS72sSAAAU
https://youtu.be/RWe5iRN6-MA
https://youtu.be/uzBnaUyl7FI
https://youtu.be/jvUJpSaAutg
https://youtu.be/uLMpngrtvY
https://youtu.be/Om-g7FgXjm0

Free Syrian Army protects Christians: https://youtu.be/9xZsqNCt4
https://youtu.be/7EkWTycudvk
https://youtu.be/S82zlVUWVOM

Syrian-Armenian nuns put up Anti-Assad Posters: https://youtu.be/gB5ZWWcjDpo

Hassan Nasrallah the hypocrite: https://youtu.be/PACdfYbNX0

Assad Regime protects Christians debunked: https://youtu.be/MZ0qxK-IjSY

How the Assad’s Sect the Alawites were supported by the French Colonizers against the Sunni Majority of Syria: https://youtu.be/o2jPOeMjZmo

History of the Alawites:
Part 1: https://youtu.be/Hvb8gcha5xE
Part 2: https://youtu.be/x9vt3S8dqxc
Excerpts taken from the documentary “The Nusayriyyah A History of Bloodshed and Treachery”:

Former Egyptian president Anwar Sadat said: "Hafez al Assad said in 1975 that he wants to help the Palestinian resistance- he was the one who attacked Palestinian resistance in Tal Al Za'tar (East Lebanon). He murdered the elderly, women and children. This is the Palestinian resistance which Hafez al Assad was supposed to protect! A while after that he said, "I am going to protect the Muslims" they attacked the Muslims and slaughtered them all!- then he said "I'm going to protect the Christians" then he attacked the Christians!- then he said "I'm going to protect the liberals" So he killed Kamal Jumblaat the leader of the liberals!" 36 ago when the Lebanese civil war was at its fiercest & the Palestinians & Lebanese Sunnis won over the militias of the Marionettes (Christian Lebanese)."

Yitzhak Rabin the fifth Prime Minister of Israel said: "Israel doesn't see any reason to stop Syrian troops from invading Lebanon because the army is attacking the Palestinians & the moment we get involved, means we are doing the Palestinians a favour by it and we should not disturb the Syrian troops during their (murder) campaign against the Palestinians, because they're on a mission and we (Israel) will grasp the fruits of it"

Alawites using Freemasonic Symbols:
https://youtu.be/UVxsXeyBtY4

Ali Sulayman al-Assad was a alleged Crypto-Jew:
https://www.timesofisrael.com/assad-is-a-jew-claims-egypt-tv-guest/

Tony Blair Considers Assad For Knighthood:
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/assad-close-to-being-knighted-under-blair-kxg5rxtwq5n


This is the Original flag of Syria:
Here is proof:

Source: https://sarabiany.wordpress.com/2013/04/17/flag-of-our-forefathers/

Iraqi Spring protests: "A curse on Bashar and Al-Maliki with him!":
https://youtu.be/Xgh5xn8RhGw

Syrian opposition activist destroy pro assad regime journalist Vanessa Beeley:
https://youtu.be/Q9bY7PoRd1I

Bashar al Assad should stay in power according to Tony Blair:
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/assad-may-have-to-stay-as-part-of-syria-deal-says-tony-blair-gdq9kn38dnw


Israeli analyst: In Israel, we want a cowardly leader like Bashar al-Assad in Syria:
https://youtu.be/4SZBkrjgM9o

ISIS Traded Oil with the Syrian Regime, Turks, Russians, and Kurds according to senior ISIS operative Saddam Al Jamal:
https://youtu.be/g0r5R36exWQ

Assad Regime fails to resist ISIS:

Bashar Al Assad had a meeting with a Mossad agent where he asked for tech from Israel. Al Sisi in Egypt allegedly co-ordinates most of the communication between Israel-Syria & Mossad-Syrian Intelligence:
https://m.arabi21.com/story/1053382/
"Who is the agent of the Mossad who met Assad in Damascus?

An Israeli channel revealed an exciting visit of a Mossad agent to the head of the Syrian regime, Bashar Al-Assad, in Damascus.

The visit, which took place in the year 2007, during which businessman Natan Jacobson concealed his true identity as a Mossad agent, and discussed with Assad the means of cooperation between Syria and Canada, of which the Mossad agent holds his nationality, according to what Arab 48 reported from Channel Two Israeli.

According to an investigation program broadcast by Channel Two, a lengthy meeting gathered Jacobson with Assad, knowing that "Mossad" agent was involved nearly three years later in participating in the assassination of a leader of the Islamic Resistance Movement "Mahmoud", Mahmoud al-Mabhouh, in a Dubai hotel.

According to Channel Two, Jacobson's visit to Damascus, and his meeting with Assad, was commissioned by then Prime Minister Ehud Olmert, accompanied by Moshe Ronen, a well-known leader in the Jewish community in Canada, and with a wide network of relationships with the Israeli commercial community.

Jacobson added that his way to the presidential palace in Damascus was like a procession, adding: "We were inside a Mercedes, and a car in front of us, and another behind us, and motorcycles at our side, until we reached the Bashar al-Assad Palace, and the meeting spanned two and a half hours."
"Assad told us: Think about what peace can achieve between our two countries, between Israeli technology experiences and my manpower. Imagine what power we will be," he said.

It is interesting to note that according to the well-known investigations program "Ovdada" (the truth), that Jacobson, 62, who was born in Canada, has strong ties in Israel and served in her army.

Jacobson also started his business in Russia, in conjunction with the collapse of the Soviet Union, in the 1990s.

After becoming a wealthy businessman, thanks to the sale of fortified American cars to the wealthy new Russians who became capitalists as a result of the collapse of the Soviet Union, Jacobson set up in Russia 600 gas stations, employing 1,800 workers.

Jacobson’s richness led him to establish relationships with the Russian mafia, as he practiced suspicious actions, including collecting commissions from citizens' contacts in pornographic sites.

According to the second channel, according to Jacobson, a call he received from the Israeli consulate in Toronto, whose date has not been determined, witnessed the beginning of his work with the "Mossad", after the consulate told him that he could provide great help services thanks to his relations, especially since he is a Jew.

The channel said that after that he was contacted by the commander of the Mossad unit "Zelsal", "Audi Levy", a unit that tracks the funds of Palestinian organizations, "Hezbollah" and others.

Jacobson stated that he had accompanied Udi Levy to the "Nova Scotia" bank, and the latter had threatened the bank manager in the event he learned about remittances that Hezbollah was using through it.

The television investigation noted that Jacobson was accused of having rented the apartment to Mossad agents who assassinated Mabhouh.

Jacobson refused to admit the charge, but confirmed his knowledge of Dubai from "A to Z".

Jacobson commented on his dissatisfaction with the conduct of the assassination, saying that he had spoken to former Mossad chief, Meir Dagan, about that.

Jacobson is also accused of recruiting wealthy Russians for "Mossad" in order to benefit from them in the war against Iran's nuclear program.
Jacobson’s career was not without corruption, as the investigation, which was published in Channel Two, accused him of bribing Israeli government officials, citing his close relationship with Olmert and Benjamin Netanyahu.

Jacobson's influence in Israel amounted to his acquittal of bribes, while the bribers were convicted.
Jacobson was also accused of laundering tens of millions of money, as a result of illegal sales of drugs online.

According to the program, Jacobson was under investigation by the CIA about his relationship with the Mossad, but he denied any relationship.

The investigation concluded that everyone was aware of Jacobson's relations with the "Mossad", led by the CIA, which had previously investigated him, but in the end, the California Federal Court issued a decision to acquit him and cancel all accusations against him.

Assad Regime communicating with Western Intelligence services:

Bashar al Assad was friends with Saudi Arabia:

Hafez al Assad was friends with British Intelligence:
In 1942, the Arab Bureau of British Intelligence, headquartered in Cairo, sent one of its top officers to wartime Lebanon, Capt. E.E. Evans-Pritchard. Evans-Pritchard, who would become famous as the profiler of southern Sudan, and author of the bogus concept of the “Nilotic peoples,” was asked to do an in-depth study of the Alawite sect. Following British SOP in such matters, Evans-Pritchard compiled a detailed profile of the sect’s leaders. Among them, he cited Hafez al-Assad’s father. In order to do the study, Evans-Pritchard relied on a prominent informant, a friend of Hafez al-Assad’s father, who was also the son of the sheikh who ruled the Assad family’s village, and another co-signer of the Alawite dignatories’ letter.²

Hafez Al Assad was apart of a Shia Secret Society:

He returned to Syria in 1958, where he married into the prominent Makhluf family. By 1959, Assad was back in Egypt, at which point he conspired with four other young officers stationed there, to form the Military Committee, a secret society within the Baath Party. Its other members were future Syrian President Salah Jadid and Muhammad Umrán, both Alawites; and Abd al-Karim al-Jundi, the future head of Syrian intelligence, and Ahmad al-Mir, both Ismailis. In 1963, Umrán, Salah, and Assad would oversee the military coup that brought the Baath Party to power.²

Egyptian Dictator Abdel Fattah el-Sisi sides with Bashar al Assad:
https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/syria/2017-02-12/egypt-picks-sides-syrian-war

Dubai firm fined $2.8 million for shipping Blue Coat monitoring gear to Syria:

Syria using American software to censor internet, experts say:
Syria's grand mufti says Rohingya Muslims are a 'security threat':
https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/syrias-grand-mufti-says-rohingya-muslims-are-security-threat

Syrian Government Official "Have You Read 1984":
https://youtu.be/ESWCzPy7SgQ?t=485

FSA tells ISIS fighter "Go Fight Israel":
https://youtu.be/G2LTvrtYDT8?t=228

Assad's use of chemical weapons:
https://youtu.be/5Da8iS2PdNI
https://youtu.be/eIqYowW1ncU
https://youtu.be/P2X84JZNcI
https://youtu.be/_tXg6icD4hg
https://youtu.be/FwGu_Ex-c60

Syrian Tv Hosts call for Genocide in Homs:
https://youtu.be/yLIiLuxiFKw

Assadists worship Assad as their god:
https://youtu.be/zrb5X78_hVk

Assad regime use of Barrel Bombs:
Videos proving this:
https://youtu.be/afbnjIYZQSg
https://youtu.be/8XOVoZf1i2U
https://youtu.be/YCdfWEgPSHY
https://youtu.be/afbnjIYZQSg

Rebel Media journalist Katie Hopkins at Syrian/Israeli border: "Assad is the best monster we have".
Katie Hopkins is a Zionist:

Firas al Assad: "The regime has killed more than 500,000 Syrians"
https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20190807-assads-cousin-the-regime-has-killed-more-than-500000-syrians/

Pro Assad Umayyad square demonstration was a massive setup:

What the Syrian government wants you to think: https://youtu.be/3MagI3uP8LM

Reality: https://youtu.be/MP0kMVaz1Bk?t=1274
Timestamp: 21:14-23:00

A great documentary about the Assad regime relationship with Israel and the West:
https://youtu.be/rnKGLGmS_FU

UN observers ignore Syrian army killing innocent Syrian people: https://youtu.be/iAlKxN6BfFw

Syrian army mocks dead bodies: https://youtu.be/YUpDvPfGySA

Assad's fake jihadists: https://youtu.be/wJTbGn_scHE

Nasrallah denies genocide in Homs: https://youtu.be/01xI3B6AVk0

Syrian army tortures defector to death: https://youtu.be/2u1shu_sAhc

Syrians burning the flags of Russia, China, and Iran: https://youtu.be/gzrLPizkaF0
https://youtu.be/aAGnhf4DP4
https://youtu.be/7aeE3IO4rvk
https://youtu.be/820ZAvRLD-Y

Free Syrian soldiers cheered by the Syrian people: [https://youtu.be/aH39wY762KQ](https://youtu.be/aH39wY762KQ)

Syrian nationalists used the revolution flag and supported Adolf Hitler:


Free Syrian Army uses Nazi weapons:

[https://nationalinterest.org/blog/buzz/sturmgewehr-44-meet-nazi-assault-rifle-being-used-syrian-civil-war-50087](https://nationalinterest.org/blog/buzz/sturmgewehr-44-meet-nazi-assault-rifle-being-used-syrian-civil-war-50087)


[https://wwiiafterwwii.wordpress.com/2017/06/27/syrian-civil-war-wwii-weapons-used/](https://wwiiafterwwii.wordpress.com/2017/06/27/syrian-civil-war-wwii-weapons-used/)

Free Syrian Army doing Nazi salutes:

[Image]

Free Syrian Army is the only side against Israel:

[Image]

Source: https://twitter.com/speropatria/status/643477181402869761?s=19

Bashar al Assad thinks the holocaust is real:
“There were massacres against the jewish”
Assad regime did to Alois Brunner after he exposed Hafez al Assad for not fighting Israel:

“He insulted Hafez al-Assad, the intelligence services,” Hammadeh recalled. “We reported back and he’d end up in a cell at Mohajerin [intelligence headquarters] and after a few days we’d take him back to the apartment.”

Brunner confided in the guard: “He told me Saddam Hussein was a great man, the only one capable of destroying Israel.” He regretted not having annihilated all Jews, but boasted of having killed 25,000 Jews from France.

In a 1998 interview with French television, Hafez al-Assad denied Brunner’s presence. “If you know where he is, I’ll send someone there with you on the spot,” he said.

About that time, Brunner was moved to a one-room basement cell, which he did not leave for the rest of his life. His imprisonment continued after Bashar came to power in 2000.

“He was very tired, very ill. He suffered and he screamed a lot. Everyone heard him,” another former guard, identified only as Omar, said. “The chief guard gave him food, a soldier’s ration of one egg or a one potato . . . He also laughed very loudly. He banged his head on the walls . . . He had a skin disease because of the lack of sunlight and fresh air . . . He couldn’t even wash himself. You wouldn’t keep an animal in such a place.”
Assad regime betrayed and tortured Alois Brunner:  

The 13th Division (Syrian Rebel Group) wants the Golan Heights given back to Syria:  

21st Combined Force (Syrian rebel group) stance on Israel can be described as hostile:  

Israel’s defense minister says Syria’s Assad has won the civil war:  

Israel talks up Assad after insurgents killed on Syria frontier:  
https://nypost.com/2018/08/02/israel-talks-up-assad-after-insurgents-killed-on-syria-frontier/amp/

Bashar al Assad locked his cousins son:  
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/syrias-assad-locks-up-super-19118237.amp

Israel to provide Russia with intelligence about Syrian opposition:  

How Israeli-Designed Drones Became Russia's Eyes in the Sky for Defending Bashar al-Assad:  
https://theintercept.com/2019/07/16/syria-war-israel-russia-drones/

President Assad's Email Hacked:  https://youtu.be/7es1lf2UMb0

Assad's iTunes emails show music taste from Chris Brown to Right Said Fred:  
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2012/mar/14/assad-itunes-emails-chris-brown

How Gulf states hatched plan with Israel to rehabilitate Assad:  

Arab intelligence meets with Mossad to restore Assad and counter Turkey:  
John Kerry has Dinner with Bashar al Assad:

Assad sympathizer named honorary consul in Montreal

Why did the Trudeau government approve Bashar Assad's man in Montreal?

Syria's pro-Assad representative in Montreal says he will serve everyone, regardless of political views
https://www.cbc.ca/amp/1.5295386?__twitter_impression=true

An American Freelance Journalist on the US 'Kill List':

How the Alternative Media Lies about the Syrian Conflict | Shocking Documentary:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=auwq6dTJfjA&

Burning Israel Flag and Bashar picture in Bab Sbaa:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yeSUUb41Wq4

Bashar al-Assad explains his relationship with Israel:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9pxsd1tCe9E

Hafez al-Assad meeting Bill Clinton, Nixon, George H. W. Bush & Henry Kissinger:
Syrian regime murdered Sheikh al-Bouti for speaking out against Bashar al Assad:

https://www.thenational.ae/blame-the-regime-for-killing-a-cleric-who-backed-assad-1.457526

https://www.thenational.ae/who-really-killed-al-bouti-1.347558

http://claysbeach.blogspot.com/2013/03/reports-say-dr-mohammed-al-bouti-was.html?m=1

A clear dua’ by Sheikh Ramadan al-Bouti in his last khutbah clearly condemning the Assad Regime: https://youtu.be/dnT9jx_HMgo


Palestinian women hold candles and a Syrian opposition flag during a protest against President Bashar al-Assad in front of the UN headquarters in Gaza City, August 23, 2013 [Suhaib Salem/Reuters]:
Disinformation and Propaganda about the white helmets promoted by Russia and the Assad Regime:

Fascinating @Harvard academic study of disinformation campaigns targeting @SyriaCivilDefe.

@RT_com is ID'd as a core "supporter."

Vanessa Beeley was the most RT'd & tweeted 500% more related content than @SyriaCivilDefe itself (a touch obsessive?).

https://misinforeview.hks.harvard.edu/article/cross-platform-disinformation-campaigns/

Sister Agnes Mariam, Syrian nun who says rebels gassed themselves, is in Israel rallying support for Assad:
Not a Civil War Documentary:
https://web.archive.org/web/20170308011442/https://youtube.com/watch?v=SEIY1d4Lx3A

Great channel that exposes the Assad Regime's collaboration with the Iranians and the Israelis:
https://m.youtube.com/channel/UCnD5PiamMLJJBTAmQWA4mGQ

Palestine & the Syrian Revolution:
https://youtu.be/5QCIJbN6KFw

Rush Limbaugh the Zionist praises Bashar al-Assad:
https://youtu.be/Q-MPdesYH3A

Free Syrian Army soldiers kick out Americans:
https://youtu.be/kcq0ojUMndI

Syria expert says "Israel,Russia & United States Prefer Assad To Stay In Power":
https://youtu.be/UA7y_N4jqmqQ

Syrian rebels "Bashar al Assad Protects Israel's Border:

This is the excerpt: https://youtu.be/1ihAug4kt_o

This is the full video: https://youtu.be/R_k6lKsHqV4

Russia Today uploads video of Syrian Police shooting protesters published on April 19,2011:
https://youtu.be/G-tIDbGoEwo

Jabhat al-Nusra fighter says Assad works for Foreign interests:
https://youtu.be/OD_A3CHzvjQ?t=1383

The Direct quote said in the video:
"America could have removed Assad but they didn't. The bottomline is that Assad is their best option in Syria at the moment because he serves their interests the best. They don't want popular rule in the Middle East because Arabs feel for their brothers in Palestine and because America doesn't want an Islamic group gaining a stronghold or legitimacy in the Middle East. Because a strong Islamic nation who never be subservient to foreign interests."

Syrian Revolution protesters say "Death to Israel":
https://youtu.be/utrwhPCCIC8?t=38

Assad's top cleric calls for extermination of civilians in Aleppo:
Adnan Al Assad had close ties to the Mossad:
https://mobile.twitter.com/ViewVariant/status/1238096859731767296

Syrian Girl Partisan supported Donald Trump back in 2016:
https://youtu.be/6GKK-Y2c35Y

Debunking the abstract theories surrounding Syria's chemical attacks:

Syrian people support Al Nursa refuted:
https://mobile.twitter.com/MaherBarotchi/status/1238674639116808193

Assad is in Bed with Trump:
https://nationalinterest.org/blog/middle-east-watch/trump-wants-something-assad%E2%80%94heres-what-he-can-offer-return-140762

Donald Trump praised Iran and Bashar Al Assad:

Bashar al Assad has talks on the Phone with Mohamed bin Zayed the Emir of Abu Dhabi:


UAE pushed Assad regime to break Idlib cease-fire:

UAE reopens its embassy in Syria:
https://youtu.be/4xteO174JOg

UAE welcoming Jews into the country:
https://gulfnews.com/uae/how-a-tolerant-uae-is-welcoming-jews-into-the-country-1.1574598576257

UAE said readying to open doors to Israeli tourists:
America didn't closed its Embassy in Syria in 2012:  
https://youtu.be/atsZpFJ19I

Bahrain reopens embassy and opens up diplomatic relations with Assad's Regime:  
https://youtu.be/U5YhfLYnWsA


Bahrain man jailed for 3 years after burning Israeli flag at riot:  
https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20200217-bahrain-court-sentences-protester-to-3-years-for-burning-israeli-flag/

King Of Bahrain Hosts Menorah-lighting Ceremony:  https://youtu.be/sDR8jDw0sc0

Why did the UAE and Bahrain re-open their embassies in Syria:  

Assad's allies Bahrain and the UAE sign an deal with Israel and America called the "The Abraham Accord":  https://youtu.be/GMWdQ37a1pc

Bashar al Assad praises Donald Trump as the "best president ever":  


Israel reconciled to Assad's regime:  

Israel want Syria's Bashar al-Assad in power:  

Russia makes deals with both Israel and Syria:  
Why is Israel Warming up to Syria’s Assad:

A secret deal between Assad And Netanyahu, with Putin mediating:

Israel sees Assad as the lesser evil:

Is Syria ready to resume peace talks with Israel?:

Netanyahu Says Israel Can Live With Assad:

If Assad Survives, Peace with Israel:

Wikileaks shows that Assad used Chemical Weapons:
https://original.antiwar.com/Dave_DeCamp/2019/12/15/new-leaks-provide-further-evidence-into-opcw-douma-cover-up/

Gaddafi’s cousin says chemical weapons used in Syria stolen from Libya:
https://youtu.be/yD8DRDREw_M

Syrian Arab News Agency is a Syrian state media organization linked to the Ministry of Information. Assad claims to be for Palestine but has a website in Hebrew:
https://www.sana.sy/he/
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Syrian_Arab_News_Agency

A unit called the Brigade of the Two Holy Mosques proclaims that Bashar al Assad protects Israel:
https://youtu.be/R_k6lKsHqV4
https://youtu.be/1ihAug4kt_o


A former ex-ISIS emir returns to his pro Revolution "regime intelligence officer": https://mobile.twitter.com/MaherBarotchi/status/1124070090746605570?s=20

The tweet goes to this article: https://hadiabdullah.net/2019/05/02/قيادي-في-داعش-يعود-لعمله-مع-فرع-المخابرات/


Alleged Al Nursah front outlet exposes America and Saudi Arabia:


The Syrian Network for Human Rights in-depth investigations concluded that 63% of churches targeted/damaged insofar during the Syrian Civil War were destroyed by Syrian Government Forces while the remaining church attacks were perpetrated by extremist forces (such as the Islamic State) and the armed opposition rebels (not all attacks have been determined to be from a specific group). https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/Targeting_churches_in_Syria_en.pdf

Why do you think a rebellion started just because some john McCain dude said yo Assad bad rebellion starts now? No it's because Assad put in the government and military only alawites and no sunnis to be seen so it was bound to happen. Alawites are not even 5% in the entire country yet they were the ones at the charge, they are exactly like Jews. Assad's father Hafez was put in power by the help of france. Just because someone is anti-israel and you are oppose him for other reasons that doesn't make you pro-israel, don't give such ridiculous statements.

Alawites have all control of the Syrian Government:
### Debunking Kremlin propaganda against the White Helmets:


### Assad Sent Secret Letter About Syria-Israel Talks on Golan Heights:


### Syrian Girl aka Partisan Girl supports Trump the Zionist:

[https://mobile.twitter.com/Partisangirl/status/1253554609487929349](https://mobile.twitter.com/Partisangirl/status/1253554609487929349)

### Israel always kill Syrians. They would never touch their beloved Bashar Al Assad. When the people of Syria defeat the Zionist invaders, the Assad Regime will take the credit and portray themselves as "Anti Zionist". The so-called Axis Of Resistance obeys Putin & Netanyahu:

Partisan Girl's friend Paul Joseph Watson is a Zionist:

[Image of tweets]

Christian graves desecrated as Syrian troops loot corpses for gold:
https://mobile.twitter.com/QUSAY_NOOR_/status/1227590223627984901


Basel Shahada a Christian filmmaker killed by the Assad Regime:

https://mobile.twitter.com/loubnamrie/status/970716281862270976?lang=en

https://www.npr.org/2012/05/29/153937342/student-helped-the-world-see-inside-a-ravaged-syria

Assad is about to be taken down:

Hayat Tahrir al-Sham Exposed:
HTS top sheikh says he will fight Turkish forces:
https://mobile.twitter.com/GIIMedia/status/1246056617298321409

Erodgan is declared an Apostate by an HTS official:
https://mobile.twitter.com/GIIMedia/status/1256364189574103040

Osama Al-Muhajir: "Erdoğan is an apostate (murtad) and non-believer (kafir), the (Turkish) army as well. Same counts for Euphrates Shield area. Filth. Pigs and apostates."

HTS killed an Huras Al Din military instructor:
https://youtu.be/Q7dinsZp5cc

HTS abandons its own Soldiers:
https://youtu.be/3EksiXjua1g

HTS has Ceasefire with the Assad Regime:
https://youtu.be/5sBI3XKkh0g

Women call for an Islamic Revolution against both Assad and Jolani(Leader of HTS):
https://youtu.be/8fskZwohlUk

HTS seeks 'moderate rebrand' to secure seat in Syria's political process:

HTS opens up a western fast food Restaurant KFC in Idlib:
HTS opened fire on Hurra al Din Soldiers (they are now enemies of each other as of June 2020):

HTS allows Assad Regime officer free but tortures innocents:
https://twitter.com/GIIMedia/status/1329483556746309632?s=20

HTS killed a father because his son allegedly killed one of the HTS devils:
https://twitter.com/TNTreports/status/1329468716459945984?s=20

Exposing Accounts promoting HTS and Turkey’s agenda:  https://youtu.be/RMxPiTUIIVs

The pro Assad song "Allah, Syria, Bashar" is copyrighted:

Kevork Almassian the Founder of Syriana Analysis sided with the Zionist AFD:
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/assad-fan-who-fled-to-germany-gets-a-job-with-far-right-party-h556bbd8b

Zionist Support for AFD:

AFD is supported and funded by the Judeo- Judeo-Soviet Kremlin Regime:
Suhail al Hassan is a Homosexual:

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/AfD_pro-Russia_movement

https://www.thelocal.de/20190405/german-afd-mp-could-be-absolutely-controlled-by-russia
Bashar al Assad's Mercenaries Insult the Religion (Sunni Islam) of the Syrian People:
https://youtu.be/Z6QGdAiilsE

*authors note: please check section called "History of the Alawites" its shows the History behind the Deviance of the Alawites (Assad's Sect)

Vanessa Beeley gets destroyed on Assad's "anti-imperialism":
https://youtu.be/ifCXo3w4i3g

The Guy in the Video refuting Vanessa Beeley:

George Galloway is a Soviet Propagandist:
https://youtu.be/Cy1knF69dX8

Former Secretary-General of Hezbollah Subhi al-Tufayli exposes Hezbollah as "a border guard for Israel":
https://youtu.be/x-qR3wSnmQ0

Former Secretary-General of Hezbollah Subhi al-Tufayli calls Hezbollah as agents of America and Russia:
https://youtu.be/zVJL0nTv8Rw

Syria's grand mufti recognize Israel "as part of holy land":
https://youtu.be/kz45-NYtugs
Assad's cousin signs declaration of the Noahide Laws

Assad’s Cousin Approves Noahide Laws.

Imam Assam Al-Khatib, leader of the Al-Ajjar Mosque in the Golan Heights, and a relative of Syria’s Prime Minister Bashir Al-Assad, is among the many Arab leaders in Israel who signed a declaration calling on all Non-Jews to follow the Seven Noahide Laws as the path to Peace in Israel


Map of fires in syria
All Alawites(sect of the Assad family) villages

Remember when they used to say "Assad Or We Burn the Country"? what goes around comes around

Assad's thugs abuse old man:
https://youtu.be/77sHN8VgywQ

The Lackeys of assad get richer and fatter:
Meanwhile the people of Syria are starving and have to wait in bread queues to survive:

Global Research is a Pro Assad and Pro Kremlin website. Globalresearch.ca, a website operated by the "Centre for Research on Globalization". The founder of "Centre for Research on Globalization" is Michel Chossudovsky. Michel Chossudovsky is the son of a Russian Jewish émigré, the career United Nations diplomat and academic Evgeny Chossudovsky, and an Irish Protestant, Rachel Sullivan.

Source: [https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michel_Chossudovsky](https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michel_Chossudovsky)

They are Apologists for Assad:

"This idea was then picked up by several websites, including the Centre for Research on Globalisation, a hub for conspiracy theories and fake stories."
Myth of ISIS being made by Israel:

"The only lucid defense of the idea that Western intelligence agencies created the Islamic State intentionally comes from the Center for Research on Globalization (CRG), a Canadian website that bills itself as an alternative news source, but has advanced specious conspiracy theories on topics like 9/11, vaccines and global warming."


The US state department even said they are Pro-Russia:

"Most of the report focuses on an ecosystem of websites, many of them fringe or conspiracy minded, that Russia has used or directed to spread propaganda on a variety of topics. Those include an online journal called the Strategic Culture Foundation and other sites, like the Canada-based Global Research. The document builds on information disclosed last week by American officials about Russian intelligence’s control of various propaganda sites."


Global Research also spreads Chinese Propaganda:

"Global Research published an article entitled "COVID-19: Further Evidence that the Virus Originated in the US"article entitled "COVID-19: Further Evidence that the Virus Originated in the US" was posted on social media by a senior official in the Chinese foreign ministry."

"On Friday, Mr. Zhao revealed a new source for his information: the Centre for Research on Globalization, or Global Research, a site founded by Michel Chossudovsky, a professor emeritus at the University of Ottawa, which has come under investigation by NATO’s Strategic Communications Centre of Excellence over its content. In 2017, the centre told The Globe and Mail that it believes Global Research is an important online actor in promoting the online spread of narratives backed by the Kremlin and the regime of President Bashar al-Assad in Syria."

Source:
Maher al Assad met with Israeli political scientist Youssef Bodansky:

Limbaugh’s cited an article by Yossef Bodansky on Global Research, a conspiracy website that has advanced a pro-Assad message during the current crisis. "How can the Obama administration continue to support and seek to empower the opposition which had just intentionally killed some 1,300 innocent civilians?" Bodansky asked.

Bodansky is an ally of Bashar’s uncle, Rifaat al-Assad — he pushed him as a potential leader of Syria in 2005. Rifaat is the black sheep of the Assad family: He spearheaded the Syrian regime’s brutal crackdown on the Muslim Brotherhood in the early 1980s, but then was forced into exile after he tried to seize power from his brother, President Hafez al-Assad, in 1983. Despite his ouster, however, Rifaat is just as hostile to a Sunni Islamist takeover as other members of the Assad family — a position Bodansky appears to share. Ending Alawite rule in Syria, Bodansky wrote on another pro-Assad website, "will cause cataclysmic upheaval throughout the greater Middle East."

Sources:


Hezbollah sells drugs to nearby countries:
"The finger of blame is pointing squarely at the Hezbollah militia, which has drowned Syria, Lebanon, and neighboring countries with narcotics, on whose trade it relies on to finance mercenaries and obtain weapons for committing crimes against the Syrian people."

Source:

Assad is the main one behind Syria’s Amphetamine Trade:
"The Syrian government has played a role in drug trafficking since as early as the as early as the 1990s"

Source:
Syrian Girl Exposed thread:
https://mobile.twitter.com/Muhareb1/status/1350848566470828037?s=19

How Hafez Al Assad sold the Golan Heights to Israel:
https://twitter.com/Muhareb1/status/1256292183361105920?s=20

The First Syrian Nationalist was a Freemason:
https://twitter.com/Muhareb1/status/1351286330953764865?s=20

Free Syria Activist from Japan. She was killed by Gunfire between the FSA and SAA in 2012:

Her name was Mika Yamamoto

Mika Yamamoto's husband condemns Assad: https://youtu.be/91atSimiHo4

And this is her last video: https://youtu.be/WoQ6UNDoTLE

https://youtu.be/-ofxz5gCIC0

In Memorial of her: https://youtu.be/EBS2eqN5zmA